“

“The difference between success
and failure is talent, period.”
Indra Nooyi, CEO PepsiCo

HR Automatic Analytics Solution
Soft10 &
Hindsight is 20/20. In the world of HR, hindsight can be expensive. Wouldn't it be cheaper and easier
to not hire the wrong person and retain the right person? We all know that the closest human beings
come to perfection is during job applications. We also know that success and failure always leave
clues. Combine these clues, e.g. unstructured online social media data, with other data and Dr. Mo &
Findability Platform® can predict performance and find the best fit for your organization.
That is actionable intelligence! It helps you make the right choices. Using Dr. Mo’s Automatic HR
Solution - you are combining the science of big data and sophisticated statistical predictive analytics
with the art of interacting with every applicant and employee to give the human touch that improves
both job satisfaction and your bottom line.
Here are a three examples how you can benefit from this proven solution:
1) Objective recruitment – you avoid candidates who dazzle but won't perform AND
you find the great candidate who don’t know how to put on the perfect show but
fits in and performs.
2) Objectively Assess your employees – Who should be promoted, who should be
trained, and who is the best internal candidate to fill the important opening that
you are expected to fill ASAP.
3) Find out which of your employees are at risk of leaving and what to
do about it.
These are just a few things Dr. Mo & Findability Platform® can do for you. Think about it
as a proven technology that performs consistently, never needs a break, employs the
most sophisticated automatic predictive analytics beyond what ANY human can do and
at an investment ROI that makes your CFO smile. And we saved the best for the last unlike great employees who are difficult to cost-effectively recruit in a short time, Dr.
Mo can scale instantly. Contact us now to learn more on how you can benefit from this
unique offer today.
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